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Abstract
Video captioning is an essential technology to understand scenes and describe events in natural
language. To apply it to real surveillance systems, it is important not only to describe
incidents accurately but also to produce captions as soon as possible. Low-latency captioning
is required to realize such functionality, but this research area has not been pursued yet.
This paper proposes a novel approach to optimize the output timing of each caption based
on a trade-off between latency and caption quality. An audio-visual Transformer is trained
to generate groundtruth captions using only a small number of frames without seeing all
video frames and also mimic outputs of a pre-trained Transformer to which all the frames are
given. A CNN-based timing detector is also trained to detect a timing, where the captions
generated by the two Transformers become sufficiently close to each other. With the jointly
trained Transformer and timing detector, a caption can be generated in an early stage of
the video clip as soon as an event happens or when it can be forecasted. Experiments with
ActivityNet Captions dataset show that our approach achieves 90% of the caption quality
given for complete video clips, using only 20% of frames.
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Abstract
Video captioning is an essential technology to understand
scenes and describe events in natural language. To apply it
to real-time monitoring, a system needs not only to describe
events accurately but also to produce the captions as soon as
possible. Low-latency captioning is needed to realize such func-
tionality, but this research area for online video captioning has
not been pursued yet. This paper proposes a novel approach
to optimize each caption’s output timing based on a trade-off
between latency and caption quality. An audio-visual Trans-
former is trained to generate ground-truth captions using only
a small portion of all video frames, and to mimic outputs of a
pre-trained Transformer to which all the frames are given. A
CNN-based timing detector is also trained to detect a proper
output timing, where the captions generated by the two Trans-
formers become sufficiently close to each other. With the jointly
trained Transformer and timing detector, a caption can be gener-
ated in the early stages of an event-triggered video clip, as soon
as an event happens or when it can be forecasted. Experiments
with the ActivityNet Captions dataset show that our approach
achieves 94% of the caption quality of the upper bound given
by the pre-trained Transformer using the entire video clips, us-
ing only 28% of frames from the beginning.
Index Terms: online video captioning, low-latency, audio-
visual, transformer

1. Introduction
At any time instant, countless events that happen in the real
world are captured by cameras and stored as massive video data
resources. To effectively retrieve such recordings, whether in
offline or online settings, video captioning is an essential tech-
nology thanks to its ability to understand scenes and describe
events in natural language.

Since the S2VT system [1,2] was first proposed, video cap-
tioning has been actively researched in the field of computer
vision [3–7] using sequence-to-sequence models in an end-to-
end manner [8]. Its goal is to generate a video description
(caption) about objects and events in a video clip. To further
leverage audio features to identify events, [9] proposed the mul-
timodal attention approach to fuse audio and visual features
such as VGGish [10] and I3D [11] to generate video captions.
Such video clip captioning technologies have been expanded
to offline video stream captioning technologies such as dense
video captioning [12] and progressive video description gener-
ator [13], where all salient events in a video stream are tem-
porally localized, and event-triggered captions are generated in
a multi-thread manner. While all video captioning technolo-
gies had so far been based on LSTM, [14] successfully applied
the Transformer [15–17] together with the audio-visual atten-
tion framework [9]. In that work, the audio-visual Transformer
was tested using the ActivityNet Captions dataset [12] within

an offline video captioning system and achieved the best per-
formance for the dense video captioning task. However, such
offline video captioning technologies are not practical in real-
time monitoring or surveillance systems, in which it is essential
not only to describe events accurately but also to produce cap-
tions as soon as possible to find and report the events quickly.
Low-latency captioning is required to realize such functionality,
but this research area has not been pursued yet.

This paper proposes a novel approach that optimizes the
output timing for each caption based on a trade-off between la-
tency and caption quality. We train a low-latency audio-visual
Transformer composed of (1) a Transformer-based caption gen-
erator which tries to generate ground-truth captions after only
seeing a small portion of all video frames, and also to mimic
the outputs of a similar pre-trained caption generator that is al-
lowed to see the entire video, and (2) a CNN-based timing de-
tector that can find the best timing to output a caption, such that
the captions ultimately generated by the above two Transform-
ers become sufficiently close to each other.

The proposed jointly-trained caption generator and timing
detector can generate captions in an early stage of a video clip,
as soon as an event happens. Additionally, this framework has
the potential to forecast future events in online captions. Fur-
thermore, by combining multimodal sensing information, an
event can be recognized at an earlier timing triggered by the
earliest cue in one of the modalities without waiting for other
cues in other modalities. For example, the proposed approach
has the potential to generate captions earlier than a visual cue’s
timing based on the timing of an audio cue. Such a low-latency
online video captioning using multimodal sensing information
will contribute not only to retrieve events quickly but also to
answer questions about scenes earlier [18, 19].

2. Related work
There are some works on low-latency end-to-end sentence gen-
eration for machine translation (MT) and automatic speech
recognition (ASR). To realize real-time interpretation sys-
tems, simultaneous translation using greedy decoding was pro-
posed and opened up the issue of streaming for neural MT
(NMT) [20–24]; an emission point when a phrase is fully trans-
lated into a target language was incrementally determined. An-
other approach iteratively retranslates by concatenating subse-
quent words and updating the output [25,26]. The goal is to gen-
erate a partial translation in the meantime before a full source
sentence is translated. In contrast, our goal is to generate a full
caption as soon as the system believes enough cues have been
captured before seeing the entire video. Real-time ASR tech-
nology is also essential for applications such as closed captions.
Some end-to-end systems regularize or penalize the emission
delay using endpoint detection, and penalty terms that constrain
alignments were proposed [27–30]. There, the target is to gen-
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Figure 1: Online multi-modal captioning Transformer.

erate a transcription slightly earlier from the end of an utterance.
In contrast, our target is to generate video captions as early as
possible before the end of events.

In the field of computer vision, PickNet was proposed to
find salient visual frames sufficient to generate video captions,
where the target number of frames was given, and the caption-
ing capability using only the selected frames was evaluated [31].
The paper mentions that it may be possible to apply PickNet to
online captioning, showing a sample use case, but no quantita-
tive evaluation was performed. Another work relevant to online
video captioning attempts to anticipate caption generation for
future frames [32]. This approach exploited the current event
features as a contextual feature and input them into a caption-
ing module to generate future captions. This technology uses
temporal dependency between events in a sequence.

3. Online multi-modal captioning
Transformer

3.1. Architecture

We describe the proposed low-latency video captioning model.
Figure 1 illustrates the model architecture, which consists of an
audio-visual encoder, an end detector, and a caption decoder,
where the encoder is shared by the detector and the decoder.
Our model is based on the Transformer architecture [15] and
its multimodal extension [14], but it receives video and audio
features in a streaming manner, and the end detector decides
when to generate a caption for the feature sequence the model
has received until that moment.

Given a video stream, the audio-visual encoder extracts
VGGish and I3D features from the audio and video tracks, re-
spectively, where the frame rate may be different on each track.
The sequences of audio and visual features from a starting point
to the current time are fed to the encoder, and converted to hid-
den vector sequences through self-attention, bi-modal attention,
and feed-forward layers. Typically, this encoder block is re-
peated N times, e.g., N = 6 or greater. The final encoded

representation is obtained via the N -th encoder block.

Let XA and XV be audio and visual signals. First, the
feature extraction module is applied to the input signals as

A0 = VGGish(XA), V 0 = I3D(XV ), (1)

to obtain feature vector sequences corresponding to the VGGish
and I3D features, respectively. Each encoder block computes
hidden vector sequences as

Ān = An−1 + MHA(An−1, An−1, An−1), (2)

V̄ n = V n−1 + MHA(V n−1, V n−1, V n−1), (3)

Ãn = Ān + MHA(Ān, V̄ n, V̄ n), (4)

Ṽ n = V̄ n + MHA(V̄ n, Ān, Ān), (5)

An = Ãn + FFN(Ãn), (6)

V n = Ṽ n + FFN(Ṽ n), (7)

where MHA and FFN denote multi-head attention and feed-
forward network, respectively. Layer normalization [33] is
applied before every MHA and FFN layers, but it is omit-
ted from the equations for simplicity. MHA takes three ar-
guments, query, key, and value vector sequences [15]. The
self-attention layer extracts temporal dependency within each
modality, where the arguments for MHA are all the same, i.e.,
An−1 or V n−1, as in (2) and (3). The bi-modal attention layers
further extract cross-modal dependency between audio and vi-
sual features, taking the keys and values from the other modality
as in (4) and (5). After that, the feed-forward layers are applied
in a point-wise manner. The encoded representations for audio
and visual features are obtained as AN and V N .

The end detector receives the encoded representation based
on the audio-visual information available at the moment. The
role of the end detector is to decide whether the system should
generate a caption or not for the given encoded features. The
detector first processes the encoded vector sequence from each
modality with stacked 1D-convolution layers as

Ac = Conv1D(AN ), Vc = Conv1D(V N ). (8)

Each time-convoluted sequences are then summarized into a
single vector through pooling and concatenation operations:

H = Concat(MeanPool(Ac),MeanPool(Vc)) (9)

A feed-forward layer FFN and sigmoid function σ convert
the summary vector to the probability of d, where d indicates
whether a relevant caption can be generated or not:

P (d = 1|XA, XV ) = σ(FFN(H)). (10)

Once the end detector provides a higher probability than a
threshold, e.g., P (d = 1|XA, XV ) > 0.5, the decoder gener-
ates a caption based on the encoded representation (AN , V N ).

The decoder iteratively predicts the next word from a start-
ing token (<sos>). At each iteration step, it receives a partial
caption that has already been generated, and predicts the next
word by applying M decoder blocks and a prediction network,
where each word is assumed to be converted to a word embed-
ding vector.

Let Y 0
i be partial caption <sos>, y1, ..., yi after i itera-

tions. Each decoder block has self-attention, bi-modal source
attention, and feed-forward layers:

Ȳ mi = Y m−1
i + MHA(Y m−1

i , Y m−1
i , Y m−1

i ), (11)
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Ȳ Ami = Ȳ mi + MHA(Ȳ mi , AN , AN ), (12)

Ȳ Vmi = Ȳ mi + MHA(Ȳ mi , V N , V N ), (13)

Ỹ mi = Concat(Ȳ Ami , Ȳ Vmi ), (14)

Y mi = Ỹ mi + FFN(Ỹ mi ). (15)

The self-attention layer converts the word vectors to high-level
representations considering their temporal dependency in (11).
The bi-modal source attention layers update the word represen-
tations based on the relevance to the encoded multi-modal rep-
resentations in (12) and (13). A feed-forward layer is then ap-
plied to the outputs of the bi-modal attention layers in (14) and
(15). Finally, a linear transform and a softmax operation are
applied to the output of the M -th decoder block to obtain the
probability distribution of the next word as

P (yi+1|Yi, XA, XV ) = Softmax(Linear(YMi )), (16)

ŷi+1 = argmax
y∈V

P (yi+1 = y|Yi, XA, XV ), (17)

where V denotes the vocabulary.
After picking the one-best word ŷi+1, the partial caption

is extended by adding the selected word to the previous partial
caption as Yi+1 = Yi, ŷi+1. This is a greedy search process
that ends if ŷi+1 = <eos>, which represents an end token. It is
also possible to pick multiple words with highest probabilities
and consider multiple candidates of captions according to the
beam search technique.

Similar architectures have been used for dense video cap-
tioning tasks [14, 34], where an event localization network is
placed on top of the encoder similarly to our end detector. A
difference with those models is that the localization network is
assumed to access all frames of the video and chooses a set of
regions, which potentially includes specific events, while our
end detector can access only partial frames from the beginning
or a certain point to the current frame and detect a timing at
which the system should emit the caption. Thus, our model is
designed and trained for online captioning.

3.2. Training

We learn the multi-modal encoder, the end detector, and the cap-
tion decoder jointly, so that the model achieves a caption quality
comparable to that for a complete video, even if the given video
is shorter than the original one by truncating the later part.

Two types of loss functions are combined, a captioning loss
to improve the caption quality and an end detection loss to de-
tect a right timing to emit a caption. Figure 2 shows an ex-
ample of video stream, where an event has started at time Ts
and ends at Te, and is associated with ground-truth caption Y ′e .
If time To is picked as the emission timing, the captioning de-
coder generates a caption based on the multi-modal input signal
XTs:To = (XA

Ts:To
, XV

Ts:To
).

The captioning loss is based on a standard cross entropy

loss for the ground-truth caption Y ′e ,

LCE = − logP (Y ′e |XTs:To ; θC), (18)

and a Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence loss between predic-
tions from a pre-trained model allowed to process the complete
video and the target model that can only process incomplete
videos, i.e.,

LKL = −
|Y ′e |∑
i=1

∑
y∈V

P (y|Y ′e,i, XTs:Te ; θ̄C)

logP (y|Y ′e,i, XTs:To ; θC). (19)

This is a student-teacher learning approach to exploit another
model’s superior description power [35], where the teacher
model θ̄C predicts a caption using entire video clip XTs:Te and
the student model θC tries to mimic the teacher’s predictions
using only the truncated video clip XTs:To . This makes the
training more stable and achieves better performance.

The end detection loss is based on a binary cross entropy
for appropriate timings. In general, however, such timing infor-
mation does not exist in the training data set. In this work, we
decide the right timing based on whether or not the captioning
decoder can generate a relevant caption, that is, a caption suffi-
ciently close to the ground-truth Y ′e or the caption Ŷe generated
for the entire video clipXTs:Te using the pre-trained model θ̄C .
The detection loss is computed as

LD = − logP (d|XTs:To ; θD), (20)

where d is determined based on

d =

{
1 if max(Sim(Y ′e , Ŷo), Sim(Ŷe, Ŷo)) ≥ S,
0 otherwise,

(21)

where Sim(·, ·) denotes a similarity measure between two word
sequences. In this work, we use word accuracy computed in a
teacher-forcing manner. S ∈ (0, 1] is a pre-determined thresh-
old which judges whether or not the online caption Ŷo is suffi-
ciently close to the references Y ′e and Ŷe.

The training process for model θ = (θC , θD) repeats the
following steps:

1. Sample To ∼ Uniform(Ts, Te),

2. Compute loss L = αLCE + βLKL + γLD ,

3. Update θ using∇θL.

3.3. Inference

The inference is performed in two steps:

1. Find T̂o that first satisfies P (d = 1|XTs:T̂o
; θD) > F ,

2. Generate a caption based on

Ŷo = argmax
Y ∈V∗

P (Y |XTs:T̂o
; θC), (22)

where F is a pre-determined threshold to control the sensitiv-
ity of end detection. Note that we assume that Ts is already
determined.

4. Experiments
We evaluate our low-latency caption generation method using
the ActivityNet Captions dataset [12], which consists of 100k
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Figure 3: Latency ratio (left) and METEOR score (right) in training with different thresholds S in (21).

caption sentences associated with temporal localization infor-
mation based on 20k YouTube videos. Although the conven-
tional video description dataset MSVD (YouTube2Text) [36]
and MSR-VTT [37] have 41 and 20 ground-truth captions for
each video clip respectively, ActivityNet only has one for each
event. The dataset is split into 50%, 25%, and 25% for training,
validation, and testing. However, since the ground-truth cap-
tions for the test set are not available, we split the validation set
into two subsets on which we report the performance as done
in a prior study [14]. The average duration of a video clip is
35.5, 37.7, and 40.2 seconds for the training set and the vali-
dation subsets 1 and 2, respectively. We used VGGish and I3D
features provided by the author of [14]. The VGGish features
were configured to form a 128-dimensional vector sequence for
the audio track of each video, where each audio frame corre-
sponds to a 0.96 s segment without overlap. The I3D features
were configured to form a 1024-dimensional vector sequence
for the video track, where each visual frame corresponds to a
2.56 s segment without overlap.

A multi-modal Transformer was first trained with entire
video clips and their ground-truth captions. This model was
used as a baseline and teacher model. We used N = 2 encoder
blocks and M = 2 decoder blocks, and the number of attention
heads was 4. The vocabulary size was 10,172, and the dimen-
sion of word embedding vectors was 300.

The proposed model for online captioning was trained with
incomplete video clips according to the steps in Section 3.2.
The architecture was the same as the baseline/teacher model ex-
cept for the addition of the end detector. In the training process,
we consistently used α = β = γ = 1/3 for the loss function.
The dimensions of hidden activations in audio and visual atten-
tion layers were 128 and 1024, respectively. The dropout rate
was set to 0.1, and a label smoothing technique was also ap-
plied. The end detector had 2 stacked 1D-convolution layers,
with a ReLU non-linearity in between. The performance was
measured by BLEU3, BLEU4, and METEOR scores.

Figure 3 shows the latency ratio (left) and METEOR scores
(right) on validation subset 1 when training with different S in
(21). The latency ratio indicates the ratio of the video duration
used for captioning to the duration of the original video clip.
With the baseline model, the latency ratio is always 1, which
means all frames are used to generate captions. With our pro-
posed method, the latency ratio and METEOR scores change
depending on the value of S, where a larger S gives a stricter
condition on the caption accuracy, resulting in later detection,
while a smaller S results in earlier detection. As learning pro-
ceeds, the latency ratio gradually decreases, but the METEOR
score tends to maintain high values close to the baseline. This
result demonstrates that the learning process works to reduce
the latency while maintaining caption quality.

Table 1: Performance of baseline and proposed systems. The
scores are averaged on the captions in validation subset 1. The
average duration of a video clip is 37.7 seconds. ST denotes
Student-Teacher learning.

Method Latency BLEU-3 BLEU-4 METEOR

Baseline [14] 100% 4.66 2.05 10.67

Naive method 55% 4.31 1.76 10.20
Naive method 33% 3.69 1.37 9.59

Proposed (w/o ST) 55% 4.22 1.77 10.38
Proposed 56% 4.40 1.82 10.45
Proposed (w/o ST) 29% 3.75 1.52 9.93
Proposed 28% 3.84 1.57 10.00

Baseline (visual only) 100% 4.08 1.80 10.21
Proposed (visual only) 54% 3.82 1.61 10.05
Proposed (visual only) 30% 3.45 1.42 9.71

Table 1 compares captioning methods in BLEU and ME-
TEOR scores on validation subset 1. The model selected for
evaluation was trained with S = 0.6 and had the best ME-
TEOR score on validation subset 2. We controlled the latency
with the detection threshold F . As shown in the table, our
proposed method at a 55% latency achieves 10.45 METEOR
score with only a small degradation, which corresponds to 98%
of the baseline score 10.67 [14]. It also achieves 10.00 ME-
TEOR score at a 28% latency, which corresponds to 94% of
the baseline. We also evaluated a naive method which takes
video frames from the beginning with a fixed ratio to the orig-
inal video length and runs the baseline captioning on the trun-
cated video clip. The results show that the proposed approach
clearly outperforms the naive method at an equivalent latency.

The table also includes the results for a unimodal Trans-
former that receives only the visual feature. The results show
that the proposed method works for the visual feature only, but
the performance is degraded due to the lack of the audio feature.
This result indicates that the audio feature is essential even in
the proposed low-latency method.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a low-latency audio-visual cap-
tioning method, which describes events accurately and quickly
without waiting for the end of video clips. The proposed
method optimizes each caption’s output timing based on a trade-
off between latency and caption quality. We have demonstrated
that the proposed system can generate captions in early stages of
event-triggered video clips, achieving 94% of the caption qual-
ity of the upper bound given by a Transformer processing the
entire video clips, using only 28% of frames (10.6 seconds) on
average from the beginning.
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